STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA, COUNTY OF UPSHUR, CITY OF BUCKHANNON, TO WIT:
A regular meeting of the Buckhannon Water Board was held on Thursday, April 8, 2021 at 4:00 p.m.
at City Hall in Council Chambers. The following were in attendance (GTM – GoToMeeting):
Robbie Skinner
Randy Sanders
Jack Reger
David Thomas
Don Nestor
Erasmo Rizo
Kelly Arnold
Jay Hollen
Jerry Arnold
Amberle Jenkins
Tom O’Neill

Mayor
City Recorder
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Water Superintendent
City Engineer
Director of Public Works
Assistant Recorder/Director of Finance
City Attorney

Absent
Present
Present – by phone
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present – by GTM
Absent
Present
Present – by GTM

Guests: Todd Dingess, CPA, Smith Cochran Hicks PLLC - by phone.
To Participate in a Utility Board meeting during the COVID-19 Stay at Home Order, participants were
invited to contact us at 304-472-1651 for the GoToMeeting link/access.
City of Buckhannon Water Board – 4:00pm by GoToMeeting, Phone and In Person
Meeting Agenda for Thursday, April 8, 2021
A.

Call to Order
A.1 Moment of Silence
A.2 Pledge to the Flag of the United States of America

B.

Recognized Guests
B.1 Todd Dingess, CPA -Smith Cochran Hicks PLLC

C.

Financial Report-Amby Jenkins
C.1 March 2021

D.

Department Report
D.1 Water Department Report-Kelly Arnold
D.2 Elkins Road P.S.D. Backflow Preventer Update

E.

Correspondence and Information
E.1 Mt Hope Water Association Meeting Minutes-February 2021
E.2 The Pipeline Newsletter from the Public Service Commission of WV
E.3 Notice of Special Water Board Meeting on 4/20/21 at 4pm RE: Bid Opening Emergency Generator Project

F.

Consent Agenda
F.1 Approval of Minutes 03/11/2021

G.

Strategic Issues for discussion and vote
G.1 Water Rate Study
G.2 Water Plant Operator in Training Position- Approval to Hire from Previous Interviews (Kelly)
G.3 Approval Draft Budget FY 2021-2022
G.4 Tennerton Booster Station Property Acquisition (Jay)

H. Board Members Comments and Announcements
I.

Mayor’s Comments and Announcements

J.

Adjournment

Posted 04/05/2021

Next Water Board Meeting is scheduled for May 13, 2021 at City Hall

A. Call to Order – The meeting was called to order by City Recorder Sanders.
A.1 Moment of Silence - Recorder Sanders invited all those in attendance to join him in a
moment of silence keeping Council and Board Member Jack Reger (who has joined us by phone
today) along with Mayor Skinner, who is feeling a bit under the weather today, in our thoughts and
prayers.

A.2 The Pledge to the Flag of the United States of America – The pledge was led by
Recorder Sanders.
B. Recognized Guests:
B.1 Todd Dingess, CPA - Smith Cochran Hicks PLLC - Sanders recognized both Amby
Jenkins and Todd Dingess who presented an overview of the recommended rate increase that was
determined from the recent rate study conducted by Mr. Dingess and discussed at the recent
working session of this Water Board. Amby asked Mr. Dingess to review the most recent Water
Rate Review that shows FYE June 30, 2020 revenues were $2,232,217 and with the proposed
increase and additional $641,402 will be collected (based on the same consumption patterns as FY
2020) for a total of $2,873,619. The proposed increase includes the resale rate increasing from
$1.76 per 1,000 gallons to $2.50 per 1,000 gallons; the minimum bill for City customers who use
2,000 gallons or less will see an increase of $3.26 a month; the average customer who use 3,400
gallons a month will see a monthly increase of $5.45. This will still leave Buckhannon as one of the
lowest priced water providers in the State of West Virginia.
Amby also reported that other fees that need increased were vendors who come in with tanker
trucks at the plant; there would be a minimum of 3,000 gallons per purchase; and raise the leak
adjustment to .50 per 1,000 gallons.
Discussion took place as to how to rollout the rate increase to the public. City Attorney O'Neill
explained that it is a three-reading ordinance.
Without objection, the Chair moved G.1 Water Rate Study to the table for action.
Motion to accept the Water Rate Study recommendations of increasing the commercial and
residential customer water rates 25%; water resale rates 42%; the leak adjustment rate to
.50 per 1,000 gallons, and the tanker vendor purchase to a minimum of 3,000 gallons per
purchase, and further recommend the Buckhannon City Council approve the same, noting
that Buckhannon is still one of the lowest priced water providers in the State of West
Virginia, was made by Thomas/Rizo. Motion carried unanimously.
C.

Financial Report-Amby Jenkins

C.1 March 2021 – Amby reported on the balances on hand as of March 31, 2021 and
provided a review of financial matters as follows:

Discussion on keeping certain money in savings rather than establishing any new CDs was led by
Mr. Nestor. Amby will review.
Motion to approve the financial report was made by Nestor/Rizo. Motion carried.

Mr. Nestor also asked about Cyber Security and Amby explained that we have a substantial firewall
and cyber security systems (i.e., ransomware) in place. While nothing is 100% safe, we have
implemented all available measures necessary at this point.
D. Department Report
D.1 Water Dept. Report – Kelly Arnold reviewed the following with the Board:
CITY OF BUCKHANNON WATER DEPARTMENT
Monthly Report for March 2021
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Water leaks – 0
Weekly safety meetings took place
Locates
Renewed service – 3
New Services – 0
Replaced new line on Newlon Street
Residential meters changed – 4
Residential meters tested – 0
Backwash valve on # 1 filter - still working on it
Plant Fuses and transformer repair around $5000
Installed connection in Jawbone Park
Intake lines
Replacing valves in Airport Booster
Planning to pull water pump and motor send it off to be rebuilt
Replaced bolts in pit at Tennerton tank
Victoria Hill tank repairs
Abandon services WVWC bought
Panning hydrant flushing starting 4-19-21
Public Service District meters tested-0
All meters were read in system
Clearing brush from ROW’s and tank sites
Clearing meter barrel lids.
Cleaning out valve boxes
Repair meter barrels
Maintenance booster stations
GPS valves, services, leaks for past year
63 million gallons of water treated for month of March - 2.03 million a day
Cost per million gallons were treated for March was $149.30
15,335 gallons of water hauled from plant
Off & On Reports / Customer complaints answered -264
Non-Payments
Continue to work on back-flow/cross-conn program
Maintenance equipment

Kelly reviewed in detail several of the above items and explained the significant costs involved with
each, which further supports the need for the upcoming rate increase. One has to do with the
damage that took place to the Victoria Hill Water Tank. It has been hit by what appears to have
been a bullet recently. The outside has been patched but the inside is still in need of repair. To
replace the panel would cost around $2,000. Jay Hollen expressed concern about its warranty if we
didn't complete the repair properly so the Board agreed to have the panel replaced rather than
have any further patching done.
Kelly explained the Airport Booster Station valves that will need to be replaced and Kelly is looking
into the cost of those. He also has to have the raw water pump #1 rebuilt, which will be pulled on
the 27th of April 2021. It will take about a week to have it back in service.
Included in the packet was a condensed version of the lead and copper makeup of our system,
which Kelly discussed.

WATER & WASTES DIGEST MARCH 2021
HTTPS://WWW.WWDMAG.COM/LEGISLATION/WHATS-LEAD-COPPER-RULE-REVISION

WHAT’S IN THE LEAD & COPPER RULE REVISION?
On Dec. 22, 2020, the final version of the Lead & Copper Rule Revision (LCRR) was finalized and approved. It was then published
in the Federal Register Jan. 15, 2021, but just five days later, on President Joe Biden’s first day in office, White House Chief of Staff
Ron Klain issued a presidential memo to pause all unpublished regulations, pending review. In addition, the order called for any
regulations published in the Federal Register to be opened for review for 60 days, including a 30-day comment period, so long as
the published rule had not yet taken effect.

The published version of the LCRR indicated it would be effective March 16, 2021, and this left water and wastewater
industry leaders wondering what the future of the rule would be. The wording of the memo indicates delaying the effective date by
60 days from the date of the order, which would mean the LCRR would be effective March 21, 2021 if the review goes smoothly.

There are many agencies, organizations and activists who believe the final LCRR published in January does not go far enough to
protect U.S. citizens from lead in drinking water. Meanwhile, other associations, organizations and leaders are concerned that
making the rule even more strict will place undue burden and hardship on utilities that are already struggling to maintain and follow a
host of regulations.

As of this writing, the future of the LCRR is not clear, but below are five critical points that were published Jan. 15, 2021, in the
Federal Register. The finer details of these elements — threshold levels, notification timing and service line replacement timetables
— may change during a potential 30-day public comment period. But the core aspects — public notification, increased sampling and
lead service line replacement programs — are still critical aspects for which utilities should plan.
15 ppb Action Level & 10 ppb Trigger Level
●

Under the published rules of the LCRR, the 90th percentile action level and trigger level for lead in drinking water are 15

ppb and 10 ppb, respectively. The 90th percentile action level for copper in water is 1.3 ppm.
●

Action Level

●

The action level remains the same as the 1991 promulgation or the LCR, but it introduces a Maximum Contaminant Level

Goal of 0 ppb. This goal is not a requirement, but rather a level to strive toward while meeting other requirements of the rule.
●

Trigger Level

●

In the version published Jan. 15, the LCRR indicates this trigger level is not a health-based standard. Instead, this level

was chosen because it is below the action level of 15 ppb while remaining above the “Practical Quantitation Level” of 5 ppb. This 10
ppb level triggers a set of actions for the utility to conduct so as to address lead levels in water in accordance with the LCRR noted
below.
Lead & Copper Tap Monitoring Sample Site Collection
The sample site collection provision of the rule places an increased focus on sampling from locations known to have lead service
lines (LSLs). All samples must be collected from sites with LSLs if those sites are available for sampling. Included in this section is a
note that there is no priority difference for copper pipe with lead solder when determining LSLs for sampling sites.

▪

Fifth Liter Collection Procedure

When collecting water for sampling in homes served by LSLs, the sample must come from the fifth liter produced by the sample site
tap after the water has sat stagnant for at least six hours. This change only affects sampling at homes with LSLs, meaning sampling
for homes without LSLs would maintain current collection procedures and first liter sampling.
Additionally, the collection procedure for LSL-served homes “prohibits sampling instructions that include recommendations
for aerator cleaning/removal and pre-stagnation flushing prior to sample collection.” As such, samples must be taken directly from
the tap in homes served by LSLs without interference from aerators or flushing to ensure the sampling is the most representative
example of the water in the home it can be.
▪

Monitoring Frequency

When lead sampling is more frequent than copper, samples may be tested for only lead instead of both, with sampling for copper
following the rules promulgated in 1991. The monitoring frequency for lead follows 90th percentile with the
following specifics.

•

Semi-annual testing is required at the standard number of sites for 90th percentile of 15 ppb.

•

Annual testing is required at the standard number of sites for 90th percentile of 10 to 15 ppb.

For sites testing 90th percentile of less than 10 ppb, testing is annual at the standard number of sites and triennial at a
reduced number of sites using the testing criteria of the 1991 rule. In the case oLead Service Line Replacement
●

The lead service line replacement regulations are likely to be among the most difficult with which to comply. With this

provision, utilities will be required to create a Lead Service Line Replacement Program that includes how it will inventory the pipes in
its network and how it will replace all the lead ones.
●

Within three years of the effective date of the LCRR, utilities must develop such a plan or show the absence of LSLs in

their network. For those creating a plan, inventory of LSLs must be conducted annually or triennially, depending on tap sampling
frequency.
●

3,300 Population or More

●

For community water systems serving more than 3,300 people that reach the action level of 15 ppb, the system is

required to replace 3% of its LSLs per year.
●

Opposition to the LCRR in this published form states the 3% replacement is too low, so this is a potential portion of the

rule that would receive additional comment or adjustment given the Jan. 21 memo.
●

For those above the trigger level but below the action level, the community water system will be required to initiate a LSL

replacement program that includes replacement goals coordinated with the primacy agency for two consecutive one-year monitoring
periods.
●

Private LSL Replacement Triggers Utility LSL Replacement

●

With the LCRR rules, if a homeowner in the service area replaces LSLs on their property and notifies the utility of this

replacement, the utility must replace utility-owned LSLs within 45 days of the notification. If that timeframe is too tight, however, the
utility may notify the state and replace the utility-owned lines within 180 days instead.
●

Providing Pitcher Filters & Cartridges

●

For six months after the utility has replaced a LSL, it must provide pitcher filters and filter cartridges to each customer for

six months. These must be provided within 24 hours of full or partial LSL replacement. This will likely require partnerships with water
treatment dealerships or larger manufacturers of pitcher filters to provide these items at scale.
Testing Schools & Childcare Facilities
●

To comply with the current language of the LCRR, water utilities will be required to test the water of 20% of elementary

schools and 20% of childcare facilities within its servicing area annually. Secondary schools can request sampling at their facilities
as well, and the language indicates the testing cycle for this is once every five years. The results of any samples tested in this way
must be made available to the school or child care facility, the primacy agency overseeing the sampling programs, and local and
state agencies.
●

Notably, however, any facility that was built brand new from Jan. 1, 2014 onward does not fall into the bucket of schools

or facilities that must be sampled in accordance with this provision of the LCRR.
LSL Reporting to the Public
●

Under this portion of the LCRR, utilities will be required to update educational materials for the public with current health

effects information, and the utilities must also provide that information upon request in any language the requester would like. These
materials must also be distributed to households within 24 hours of a sample meeting the action level of 15 ppb.
●

Additionally, any request for LSL inventory — including pipe location, pipe replacements, and the LSLR plan — must be

fulfilled. The same goes for requests regarding the sampling procedures mentioned earlier. All records, essentially, must be made
transparent and available to the public at its request.
●

Finally, water systems will be required to deliver notice and educational materials to households in areas where there

have been LSL disruptions due to utility work. If a household’s home tap sample exceeds 15 ppb, the utility must also provide the
educational materials to that household within three days.
●

And lastly, this information must also be provided to state and local health agencies so they may also distribute it.

Funding & Financing Options
●

One of the primary concerns for utilities with this LCRR language is ensuring they remain compliant with it. Some of the

provisions will require tremendous administrative work in addition to capital expenditures to not only replace pipe, but take inventory
of that pipe.

Large utilities — such as Chicago — have vast networks of lead pipe that must be replaced, and that scale will present

●

challenges for replacement. As such, it will be critical that solutions providers have answers for these utilities. Perhaps more
importantly, however, the thousands of small systems — 3,300 population or fewer served, according to U.S. EPA — will need aid
to find the capital for inventory of and replacement of this pipe, not to mention the cost to take and run all the samples required by
the rule.
●

With this in mind, below are some financial vehicles that the U.S. EPA has noted in its messaging and infographics that

will be of critical use to utilities in meeting the standards of the LCRR. This list is not exhaustive and more information is available on
the U.S. EPA website for additional grant opportunities.
●

Drinking Water State Revolving Loan Fund (DWSRF)

●

State revolving loans are at the core of funding for water and wastewater utilities. On average from 2018 to 2020, $1.1

billion has been appropriated for DWSRF nationally. This includes all states, territories, and Washington, D.C., with each state
having different appropriations based on the allocations made by Congress. Projects that use this fund get a 20% match from the
U.S. EPA for qualified work, which includes projects for treatment and distribution. According to documentation from the U.S. EPA
regarding its FY 2021 budget, the expected budget obligation for DWSRF will be reduced to $863 million.
●

Water Infrastructure Improvements for the Nation Act (WIIN)

●

This grant program was created and designed to specifically address drinking water issues throughout the U.S. Three

provisions were added to this grant program to tackle some of the LCRR items noted above: assistance for small systems and
disadvantaged communities, reducing lead in drinking water, and testing for lead in schools and child care facilities.
●

First, the allotment for the small systems portion was $42 million in FY 2019, and according to the U.S. EPA website,

applications for grants affecting FY 2019 are being accepted through June 30, 2021.
●

For the grants tied to reducing lead in drinking water, however, the timing has concluded. The U.S. EPA announced in

October 2020 nearly $40 million in projects to tackle lead service line replacements and lead in schools. The FY 2021 EPA budget
document does, however, included $20 million to extend this grant program.
●

And for testing of lead in schools and childcare facilities, the appropriation in 2019 was $42 million. It was further funded in

2020 and according to the FY 2021 budget document from the U.S. EPA, the agency requested $15 million for the lead testing in
schools and childcare facilities portion of WIIN.
●

Water Infrastructure Finance & Innovation Act (WIFIA)

●

In a press release Jan. 12, 2021, the U.S. EPA announced $5.1 billion across 55 projects in 20 states are invited to apply

for funding assistance through this program. In total, the agency expects this will account for $12 billion in total project costs
throughout the U.S. in 2021 for both drinking water and clean water projects. For the first time, Alabama, Iowa, Ohio, Texas, and
West Virginia projects are included in the list of projects invited to apply for WIFIA assistance. Assuming this allocation continues, it
will be critical for utilities to contact the U.S. EPA Office of Water to get their projects on the agency’s radar for this program.
●

HUD Community Development Block Grants

●

The Community Development Block Grants through U.S. Housing & Urban Development would apply to new construction

projects for affordable housing in disadvantaged communities. Utilities may be able to tap these grants for additional funding or
assistance to ensure the LSLs in an area where new housing is being constructed are replaced. As these grants have a more
narrow scope than the previously mentioned, they may be more difficult to use, but the U.S. EPA lists them as one of the vehicles
utilities should consider when looking for assistance to meet the LCRR.

Hydrant flushing will begin April 19, 2021; Kelly explained the procedures his crews follow. It can
take up to two-weeks to complete.
D.2 Elkins Road P.S.D. Backflow Preventer Update - Kelly reported that it looks promising to
have them starting their Backflow Preventer program soon.
E. Correspondence and Information – The Recorder reviewed the following:
E.1

Mt Hope Water Association Meeting Minutes-February 2021

Mt Hope Water Association Minutes
Board of Directors Meeting Monday February 15, 2021
The Regular Board of Directors Meeting of the Mt Hope Water Association was held on Monday, February 15,
2021 at 6:00 pm, at the Mt Hope Water Office. The meeting was called to order by Donnie Tenney, board
members in attendance were Brock Perkins, Brian Elmore, Tom Davis, Deborah Cvechko, Navonda Tenney and
Marcella Kelley. Also in attendance were Secretary/Treasurer Laurie Adams, Office/Billing Clerk Jessie
Fumerola, Delmuth Kelley, Sally Treadway and Alan Westfall from Quality Water Services.
Minutes from the previous Regular Meeting were approved, a motion was made by Marcella, motion carried.
The Treasurer’s Report was presented along with the past month’s bank statements, they were accepted for
audit. The Water Loss Report was presented and approved. The Truck Report was presented and approved.
The Mt Hope Monthly Report was presented and approved. The Operator’s Report was presented by Jeff. The
leak adjustments were approved, a motion was made by Brock, motion carried. Sally Treadway asked about

her recent bills which reflected a leak. It was explained to her that the leak affected 2 billings and approved
adjustments had been made.
Quality Water Services has a sub-contractor presently working on our system, their management has decided
that until he is employed with them, he will not be driving the Mt Hope Water truck. The board agreed with
that decision. The area in Tenmile near the mine has prompted another emergency leak. Donnie will forward
information to Laurie to possibly acquire assistance to replace that area. The board reviewed an “End of
Contract” proposal from Extreme Endeavors. They agreed they would like to have Mr. Masterman attend an
upcoming meeting to discuss the proposal. The internet/phone bill has increased again and there was
discussion about using Micrologic. Laurie is to check with CUSI to see what speed requirements are needed for
our billing system. There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 7:22, motion made by Brock,
motion carried.
Submitted by: Laurie Adams

E.2

The Pipeline Newsletter from the Public Service Commission of WV
http://www.psc.state.wv.us/Publications/Pipeline/2021/Pipeline2021QT1.pdf

E.3 Notice: Special Water Board Meeting on 4/20/21 at 4pm RE: Bid Opening
Emergency Generator Project
F. Consent Agenda
F.1 Approval of Minutes – 03/11/2021
Motion to approve the Consent Agenda was made by Nestor/Rizo. Motion carried
unanimously.
G. Strategic Issues for discussion and vote
G.1

Water Rate Study - Discussed with action taken earlier in the meeting

G.2 Water Plant Operator in Training Position- Approval to Hire from Previous
Interviews (Kelly) - Kelly explained the length of time it takes for a new hire to work through the
system before they are eligible to operate the plant on their own. Because of this, the sooner we
have a Water Plant Operator in Training in place the better. Discussion took place between Kelly
and the Board. Kelly also provided the Board with a general overview of the roster of current
employees at the Water Plant to help the Board understand the urgency of the matter. Kelly is
asking the Board to consider adding a new position to the Water Plant so that when one of the
current operators retires, we have a head start on their replacement.
A motion to create a position of Water Plant Operator in Training and if Mr. Arnold is not
able to fill the position from the current list of applicants, he will be able to post and
advertise for new applicants was made by Board Member Jack Reger. Discussion took place
and the motion died for lack of a second.
Mr. Sanders recommended that we not act today since the Mayor is not here. It was determined to
table the matter until the next meeting. The motion died for lack of a second.
Recorder Sanders further discussed looking at staffing overall so that the City has people in place to
step into key positions upon the retirement of current key employees.

G.3 Approval Draft Budget FY 2021-2022 - Amby Jenkins presented the Draft Budget FY
2021-2022 and asked the Board to review it prior to the next meeting.

G.4 Tennerton Booster Station Property Acquisition (Jay) - City Engineer Jay Hollen
provided an update to the Board regarding the land that is needed for the Tennerton Booster
Station. The owner, Jonlee Buckhannon LLC, has agreed to donate the property. Jay outlined what
steps are necessary to move forward. The City of Buckhannon and The Water Board is
appreciative of the donation from Jonlee Buckhannon LLC!
H. Board Members Comments and Announcements:
●

Board Member Reger – Nothing further to report.

●

Board Member Nestor – Nothing further to report.

●
idea!

Board Member Rizo – An incentive for weekend work by our employees would be a great

●

Board Member Thomas – Nothing further.

●

City Recorder Sanders – Nothing further.

●

Amby Jenkins – Nothing further to report.

●

Kelly Arnold – Nothing further to report.

●

Tom O’Neill – Nothing further.

●

Jay Hollen - Nothing further.

I. Mayor’s Comments and Announcements – The Mayor was absent.
J. Adjournment
Motion to adjourn the meeting at 5:44 PM was made by Rizo/Thomas. Motion carried.
Mayor Robert N. Skinner III

______________________________________________

City Recorder Randall H. Sanders

______________________________________________

